Both maps and verbal descriptions have been shown to be an effective wayfinding assistance. However, most studies investigating these aids have been performed in two-dimensional spaces that ignore level changes. It seems less clear that both types of assistance work equally well in settings that involve going up some stairs or taking an elevator. In this paper, we present a study that had participants follow a route in a multi-level setting involving several level changes while being assisted by either a textual description or a sketch map. Results indicate that both types of assistance are effective and that the few differences in performance that we discovered can be attributed to differences in the employed wayfinding strategies rather than differences in the assistance types. Our findings have implications for the design of (mobile) assistance services that aim at using graphical instructions for guiding users seamlessly through indoor and outdoor environments.
Introduction
Wayfinding is an everyday activity. It reflects our ability to plan a path to distal destinations and to reach those [1] . For routes that we follow regularly wayfinding becomes a simple, almost subconscious task, but if we plan to travel to places for the first time we usually require some kind of external support. Typically, such wayfinding assistance comes in the form of a verbal description or a graphical depiction, or a combination of these.
People can successfully navigate with both forms (e.g., [2, 3] ). However, for the most part this has been established for two-dimensional space, usually involving movement throughout an urban setting. When the routes to follow include level changes, for example, going up a staircase or taking an elevator, it is not as clear whether all forms of providing route directions are equally suited. Route following involves performing a sequence of navigation actions-essentially turning at decision points and then moving to the next. Verbal descriptions by necessity need to linearize the information they convey [4] . Thus, they seem well suited to communicate the sequence of navigation actions independent of whether the space to navigate in is two-or three-dimensional. Maps, on the other hand, are two-dimensional per the medium used. It seems less clear how well it is possible to clearly communicate level changes using (sketch) maps. For example, this may become an issue in the pursuit of designing navigation services or other locationbased services that offer seamless assistance between indoor and outdoor settings (e.g., [5, 6] ).
In this paper, we report on a study that tested wayfinding performance in a setting that involves level changes when participants are assisted by either a textual description or a sketch map. While there are some performance differences, results indicate that both forms of assistance work well. The decisions taken in designing the sketch map seem sensible, which has implications in particular for designing effective graphical aids for multilevel (indoor) wayfinding assistance.
Wayfinding and Wayfinding Assistance in Multi-level Settings
As stated in the introduction, both maps and verbal descriptions can successfully convey the information necessary to reach a destination. For example, Meilinger [2] found that people mentally seem to translate route maps into propositional instructions on how to find the way. And Tversky and Lee [7] claimed that both forms have the same underlying semantics and, thus, can be seen as (nearly) equivalent in communicating route information (but see [8] for some counterarguments).
In most of the research on wayfinding assistance level changes are ignored. Largely, this research looks at how people perform with verbal descriptions or maps while navigating in an (essentially) two-dimensional space. However, there are indications that being assisted in multi-level (vertical) spaces may result in different effects. In studies performed in the Paris subway, Fontaine [9] showed that in underground (subway) environments there are differences in how people produce route directions compared to directions on (outdoor) ground level. Depending on the kind of external aid participants received, she also found differences in route following and acquired spatial knowledge [10]; different graphical aids differ in the effectiveness for different people and situations. Münzer and Stahl [11, 12] demonstrated that in a complex university building participants using animated virtual walks as wayfinding assistance made fewer wayfinding errors than those using static allocentric or egocentric views.
In principle, people seem to be able to integrate spatial knowledge across different vertical levels [13] . Different factors may make this easier or harder [14] . For example, Weisman [15] identified visual access, architectural differentiation, signage, and floorplan configuration to contribute to the ease (or difficulty) of wayfinding situations. Similarly, several others have studied the effects of an environment's spatial layout on wayfinding (e.g., [16, 17, 18] ). In particular, Soeda et al. [19] found that level changes, i.e., moving vertically, often disrupt orientation. Regaining orientation is then hindered if the layout between the two
